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About CoinEx Smart Chain (CSC)

Created by CoinEx Public Chain Team and tailor-made for 
decentralized financing, CoinEx Smart Chain (CSC) is a 
decentralized and efficient public chain with extremely high 
efficiency and low transaction fees while maintaining full 
compatibility with Ethereum ecosystem.

Based on PoS consensus protocol, CoinEx Smart Chain is 
decentralized and energy efficient. CSC makes it easy to build 
your own decentralized applications.
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Features of CoinEx Smart Chain (CSC)

Full compatibility with 
Ethereum ecosystem

Built on the Ethereum Virtual Machine 
(EVM), CSC makes it simple for the 
developers to migrate DApps to CSC 
using mature development tools, and 
guarantees easy access to CSC network 
for all users.

Permission-free validators 
Make it more decentralized

CSC supports a maximum capacity of 
up to 101 validators simultaneously, 
which are sorted and selected by their 
CET  s t ak i ng ,  comp le t e l y  f r e e  o f 
permission, making the network more 
decentralized.

Extremely high efficiency 
Low transaction fees

CSC adopts POS consensus protocol to 
achieve b lock generat ion t imes in 
seconds, and maintains low transaction 
fees on support of extremely high TPS. 
（Less than 0.1CET～About 0.005 USD)
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 How to work with CSC
To perfect a high-performance smart chain ecology for CoinEx Smart Chain (CSC), improve 
basic track facilities and enrich track environment for CSC developers, CSC Seed Fund of 
millions of US dollars was founded to recruit outstanding developers from all over the world to 
build decentralized applications on CSC.

Funding

1.
Funding + Publicity

2.
Funding + Publicity

+ Ecology

3.
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Funding Support
According to the performance, the projects will receive funding support from CSC 
Foundation, categorized in 3 levels according to different situations:

Level 1: 1,000 USD-10,000 USD bonus for a singular project, dedicated to new projects designed by 
new developers.

Level 2: 10,000 USD-50,000 USD bonus for a singular project, dedicated to developers with certain 
project experience and innovations in DApp technology and content.

Level 3: 50,000 USD-100,000 USD bonus for a singular project, dedicated to developers with mature 
project experience and excellent innovations in DApp technology and content.

Regular Projects

Receive at least 200,000USD of funding support in the name of CoinEx Smart Chain

Projects with Strategic Cooperation
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Funding + Publicity Support
We will select high-quality projects amongst those that have already received our funding 
support, and further support them with the publicity resources. The arrangements are as 
follows:

（Lending, EVM, Dex, Assets, Cross-chain, Derivations, Yield Aggregator）

CSC will provide with a batch of liquidity funding plus media support.

A. DeFi

（Dev tools, Wallets, Mining Pools etc）

CSC will provide with media support, publicity via official channels and SNS promotional 
support.

B. Fundamental Facilities



Funding + Publicity + Ecological Support
All-round ecological support will be provided to the mature and quality projects, aside from 
funding and publicity support.

Funding Media Community Brand Reveal on 
Official Website

+ + +

Priority Listing on Exchange (Issuance project): Fast Listing + Low/Zero Fees+

Liquidity Mining Support (AMM)+

Funds from ViaBTC Capital+

_
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CSC Ecology
CoinEx Ecology

CoinEx ECoinEx Exchange - A professional cryptocurrency 
trading platform that supports perpetual contract, spot, margin 
and other derivatives trading.

 CoinEx Exchange
Focused on Cryptocurrency Investment in the Primary and 
Secondary Markets, Providing Incubation Services for Quality 
Projects.

ViaBTC Capital

ViaBTC - A world-leading comprehensive cryptocurrency mining 
pool serving users from more than 130 countries/regions with 
highly secure and efficient mining services.

ViaBTC Mining Pool
ViaWallet - A decentralized multi-cryptocurrency wallet supporting 
users' self-control for private key with one-stop management.

ViaWallet

CoinEx Smart Chain - Based on PoS consensus protocol, 
decentralized and energy efficient, CSC makes it easy to build 
your own decentralized applications.

CoinEx Smart Chain
It can be implemented and deployed on any blockchain that 
supports smart contract. Deployed on ETH, TRON, BSC and CSC 
respectively, OneSwap released a series of functional services such 
as liquidity mining, mining referral and community governance etc.

OneSwap Dex
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Contact Information

Application：

Chinese：https://wj.qq.com/s2/8503274/539b/

English: ：
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSed
Zj_Pdtd3PsSLqWmvHFtgYTrFSTWkLDil22tOwLa
wv9BJcw/viewform

Email:

CSC Developers:：
developer@coinex.org

CSC Foundation:
foundation@coinex.com

Official Website:
https://www.coinex.org/


